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Abstract—This paper proposes a distributed reactive power
control based approach to deploy Volt/VAr optimization
(VVO) / Conservation Voltage Reduction (CVR) algorithm in a
distribution network with distributed generations (DG) units
and distribution static synchronous compensators (DSTATCOM). A three-phase VVO/CVR problem is formulated
and the reactive power references of D-STATCOMs and DGs
are determined in a distributed way by decomposing the
VVO/CVR problem into voltage and reactive power control.
The main purpose is to determine the coordination between
voltage regulator (VR) and reactive power sources (Capacitors,
D-STATCOMs and DGs) based on VVO/CVR. The study
shows that the reactive power injection capability of DG units
may play an important role in VVO/CVR. In addition, it is
shown that the coordination of VR and reactive power sources
does not only save more energy and power but also reduces the
power losses. Moreover, the proposed VVO/CVR algorithm
reduces the computational burden and finds fast solutions. To
illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, the
VVO/CVR is performed on the IEEE 13-node test system
feeder considering unbalanced loading and line configurations.
The tests are performed taking the practical voltage-dependent
load modeling and different customer types into consideration
to improve accuracy.
Index Terms—energy conservation, reactive power control,
renewable energy sources, smart grids, voltage control.

I. INTRODUCTION
VVO on operation and control of electric distribution
power systems draws much more attention in recent years as
a significant tool to improve energy efficiency. VVO is
mainly employed to obtain a better voltage profile and
optimal reactive power flow control in distribution systems.
The coordination between the VVO devices (switched shunt
capacitors, load tap changer (LTC), VR and DG) is provided
by the objective function and system operating constraints
[1].
In addition to the loss reduction and voltage profile
improvement as objectives of VVO, it also provides a
significant tool for the distribution system called CVR. The
CVR aims to reduce demand to improve efficiency of the
system by decreasing the voltage magnitudes down to the
minimum allowable limits without affecting the
performance of the end user’s devices [2]. Also, CVR
should ensure the international standards such as ANSI.
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Based on the standards, the limits are defined not to affect
adversely the usage and the performance of customer loads
or devices [3].
CVR has been widely tested and employed by variety of
utilities in many countries. It has been shown that utilities
and the system adopting CVR saves considerable energy
and hence contributes the economy [4]. Dominion Virginia
Power Co reported a saving ~2.8% of annual energy [5].
The Snohomish County PUD has obtained 53,856 MWh/yr
energy saving in addition to reduced distribution system
losses (11,226 MWh/yr) and achieved improved voltage
profile [6]. Ireland has saved 1.7% energy with 1% voltage
reduction by deploying CVR technology to distribution
feeders [7]. It has been reported that the deployment of CVR
on residential circuits in Australia provided a 1% energy
saving with 2.5% voltage reduction [7]. Idaho Power
reported that an energy saving between 0.9-1.8% for a
typical customer is obtained [8]. Northeast Utilities applied
the CVR to 32 high voltage distribution circuits by reducing
the voltage 1% and resulting in a 1% reduction in energy
consumption [9]. Also Hydro Quebec (HQ) reported that
~1.5TWh (0.4%) reduction in energy consumption by 1%
voltage reduction is obtained when CVR is adopted [10].
Recently, the nature of distribution network has been
changed from a passive distribution network to active one
by deploying the DGs [11]. The DGs are installed nearby
the load centers to reduce the losses and carbon emissions
and to improve the reliability and efficiency of a system.
Integration of DGs to power distribution system poses a
great challenge such as protection, power quality and
voltage regulation [12].
However, the increasing penetration of distributed
generation (DG) changes the feeder voltage profiles, which
greatly affect the VVO in distribution systems due to the
highly variable and intermittent outputs of renewable
generation. Moreover, distribution system operation may
have been deteriorated by massive integration of DGs due to
reverse power flow from the distribution system in terms of
VVO. Therefore, it is essential to consider the impact of
DGs on power systems [3],[13].
The effect of DG penetration on CVR is investigated in
[13] which presented that a small amount of DG penetration
provides smooth voltage profile in result of larger energy
and economic savings. However, the reactive power
capability of DG and its impact is not taken under
consideration. Thus, when the active distribution network is
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properly planned and regulated, DGs could improve the
voltage profile along the feeder and could reduce the power
losses on a distribution network by providing active and
reactive power support. Accordingly, it provides improved
efficiency and better economics if they are controlled
appropriately.
Traditionally, DGs are not permitted to inject the reactive
power to the grid under the current regulation in many
countries [14]. However, there have been many suggestions
to change standards such as allowing the reactive power
support from the inverter based DGs [15].
Optimal control of the reactive power by controlling the
inverters of photovoltaic (PV) units was proposed in [16].
Also, References [17-18] show that the reactive power
capability of inverter based DGs can be utilized for VVO.
Recently, several optimization approaches such as linear
programming and gradient-based algorithms for VVO have
been applied to the distribution systems [19-21]. But, the
VVO is a highly nonlinear and discrete optimization
problem due to nonlinearity of power flow equations and
discrete variables. The optimal control and coordinating of
all VVO devices are difficult to solve with using traditional
optimization methods due to the complexity and heavy
computational burden and hence it is time consuming [22].
Therefore, these conventional techniques may not be
suitable for solving the problem effectively [22-23].
Balanced network model is used a number of studies to
solve the VVO problem [1-2], [24]. Power distribution
systems, however, are naturally unbalanced since they
contain unbalanced three phase, single and two phase
feeders and laterals providing powers to customers through
unbalanced line configurations with different unbalance
loading levels of phases and mutual coupling between two
and three phase lines [25].
This paper proposes a two stages VVO/CVR algorithm
based on a distributed reactive power algorithm to provide a
better voltage profile and minimize power demand in
unbalanced power distribution systems with D-STATCOMs
and DGs by using the reactive power capability of PV
inverters. The study focuses on the control strategy to
reduce the power and energy demand ensuring the voltage
within the predefined limit by reactive power sources and
tap changer transformer.
The CVR problem formulated as a nonlinear optimization
problem is solved based on a distributed way in order to
reduce the computational burden and to save time. The
distributed reactive power controllers are designed based on
Lyapunov theory. Then, the tap reference is calculated based
on the minimum node voltages to fulfill CVR objective by
providing all node voltages within the limits. To obtain
reliable control of VVO devices, a voltage-sensitive load
model based on typical customers defined with ZIP
(constant impedance Z, constant current I and constant
power P) coefficients was used for distribution networks
considering the mutual coupling between lines.
II. PROBLEM FORMULATION
A. Objective Function
The total power loss in the distribution power system can
be calculated by the difference between the total generation
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and total load [26]. The objective of active power loss
minimization (f) is formulated as follows:
n

n

i 1

i 1

n

n

f  Ploss   PGi   PLi   ViV j Yij cos(ij   ji )

(1)

i 1 j 1

where PGi, PLi are the active power generation and the
consumption at node i, respectively, Yij and θij are the
magnitude and angle of admittance between i and j nodes, Vi
,Vj and δij=δi - δj are the node voltages and the angles of i
and j nodes, respectively.
B. System and Operational Constraints
1) Equality Constraints
Real and reactive power flow equations stand for equality
constraints. They are specified as follows.
Nb

Pi  PGi  PLi  Vi V j (cos ij Gij  sin ij Bij )  0

(2)

j 0

Nb

Qi  QGi  QLi  Vi V j (sin ij Gij  cos ij Bij )  0

(3)

j 0

where QGi and QLi are the reactive power generation and
load at bus i. Gij and Bij are the real and imaginary part of
admittance matrix Yij respectively.
2) Inequality Constraints
The inequality constraints include the constraints on both
the control and the dependent variables. Inequality
constraints define upper and lower bounds on a variable.
-Reactive power limits of D-STATCOMs
[Qmin ]  [QD  STATCOM ]  [Qmax ]
(4)
-Smart inverter limit of PVs
[Qinv,min ]  [Qinv ]  [Qinv,max ]
(5)
Smart inverter is employed to integrate the PV as a DG.
The reactive power output of PV inverter is calculated for
every time period based on the active power output of PV
and apparent power rating of inverter. The maximum
reactive power injection or absorption capacity of inverter
can be calculated as follows [24]:
2
Qinv ,max  Sinv
 Ppv2

(6)

-Transformer tap settings
Vtap , pu  t   1  Tap (t )Vstep

(7)

here, Tap  [16,...0,...16] and Vstep  0.00625

-Node Voltages limit
[| Vmin |]  [| V |]  [| Vmax |]

(8)

C. Load model
The loads are modeled as a voltage dependent load, to
obtain more accurate control for the VVO/CVR. Typically,
customer loads consist of the combination of all loads.
Hence, the ZIP model developed for residential, commercial
and industrial loads is used for the VVO/CVR algorithm.
ZIP parameters are the coefficients of a load model
consisting of constant impedance Z, constant current I and
constant power P loads.
The polynomial expressions for active and reactive
powers of the ZIP coefficients model [13] are:
  V 2

V 
(9)
PLi  P0  Z p  i   I p  i   Pp  subject to
  V0 

 V0 


Z p  I p  Pp  1
(10)
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  V 2
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QLi  Q0  Z q  i   I q  i   Pq  subject to
  V0 

 V0 



(11)

Z q  I q  Pq  1

(12)

where PLi and QLi are the active and reactive powers at
operating voltage (Vi); P0 and Q0 are the active and reactive
powers at rated voltage (V0); Zp, Ip and Pp are the ZIP
coefficients for active power; Zq, Iq and Pq are the ZIP
coefficients for reactive power.
TABLE I. ZIP COEFFICIENTS FOR DIFFERENT CUSTOMER CLASSES [28]
Ip
Pp
Zq
Iq
Pq
Node
Class
Zp
5-9Commercial 0.43 -0.06 0.63 4.06 -6.65 3.59
14-15
0.85 -1.12 1.27 10.96 -18.73 8.77 6-11-12
Residential
0
0
1
0
0
1
4-7
Industrial

In the ZIP model, the load that is modeled as constant
impedance, implies that the power is quadratically
proportional to the voltage; in the case of the constant
current, the power is directly proportional to the voltage;
and when the load is modeled as a constant power, the
power does not change with the voltage [27]. The ZIP
coefficients [28] and the nodes for each customer class used
in this study are given in Table I.
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF VVO/CVR ALGORITHM
The VVO/CVR problem is implemented with two stages:
Power loss minimization by distributed reactive power
control.
 Voltage reduction by reducing the tap position of VR.


A. Distributed nonlinear controller design algorithm for
loss minimization
Loss minimization is formulated as a nonlinear objective
problem minimized by controlling the reactive power
generation reference of DGs and D-STATCOMs as defined
in problem formulation section.
Since the objective function represented by (1) is
definitely positive, it is available Lyapunov candidate for the
control of the nonlinear systems. According to nonlinear
control theory, the condition for decreasing objective
function is given below [29].
f
f QGi
(13)
 
0
t iNG QGi t
To guarantee the absolute negativity of derivative term of
the objective function with respect to time, the control law is
designed as;
QGi
f

(14)
t
QGi
By substituting (14) to (13);
2

 f 
f
(15)


 0
t
QGi 
iN G 
The control law in (14) can easily be realized using the
below approximation [30],



f  QGi [k ]  f  QGi [k  1]
f

(16)
QGi [k ]  QGi [k  1]
QGi
It is essential to calculate the partial derivative of the
objective function with respect to QGi to improve control

accuracy, as indicated in [31],
P
Vi
f
f Vi

 loss
(17)
QGi Vi QGi
Vi QGi
As shown in (17) the gradient of power loss with respect
to QGi can be obtained by the product of two terms, where
the first term is;
n
Ploss
(18)
 2 V j Yij cos( ij   ji )
Vi
j 1
Using the ZIP load model, the second term can be
calculated from reactive power flow (3) and it is derived
similar to that in [22],[29],[31].
Second term is calculated as follows:
Vi
Vi

(19)
2
QGi QGi  QLi  Vi Bii  2Vi 2 Z q  Vi I q

Product of the two terms (18) and (19), the gradient of
power loss can be obtained as follows:
n



V j Yij cos( ij   ji )
f
j 1

QGi QGi  QLi  Vi 2 Bii  2Vi 2 Z q  Vi I q
2Vi

(20)

It is clearly seen that only admittance of the lines, the ZIP
load coefficients and local information, such as node
voltage, present reactive power generation are needed to
calculate the gradient. Global parameter of the system is not
needed. (20) can be used to update the reactive power
generation for power loss minimization. The derivative of
QGi can be approximated by;
QGi QGi [k  1]  QGi [k ]

(21)
t
t
(20) can be rewritten as;
Q
QGi [k  1]  QGi [k ]  Gi t
(22)
t
 t is the time interval for control setting update.
Finally, the control variable is updated according to the
nonlinear controller as follows;
f
(23)
QGi [k  1]  QGi [k ] 
t
QGi
Agent system is adopted for distributed algorithm. Each
node has been assigned to a node agent which can
communicate with its neighbors and update its local
information. When two nodes are connected to each other,
these are considered to be neighbors. By doing so, exchange
of the information regarding reactive power, voltage
magnitudes and angles can be achieved. Each node agent
should provide voltage magnitude and angle to the
neighbors of itself by using local measurements. The agent
which has reactive power sources should calculate the
derivative term using (20) to update the control variable
(23). The flow chart of the distributed power loss
minimization is given in Fig. 1(a).
B. Tap reference calculation for CVR by voltage reduction
at substation
Firstly, the voltages of the nodes in the distribution
system are calculated from the power flow and hence the
minimum node voltage (end of line voltage) is obtained.
Secondly, tap sensitivity which defines the voltage variation
per a step tap variation is calculated by dividing the
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controllable voltage margin of VR (0.9 – 1.1 p.u.) to the
number of taps. The VR employed in the simulations has
steps of 0.00625 p.u. The reference tap for CVR is
calculated by using the tap sensitivity and the voltage
margin between minimum voltage of the distribution system
and the minimum predefined voltage limit so that the
minimum voltage of the system is close to the lower limit as
much as possible. The flow chart of the voltage reduction
algorithm is given in Fig. 1(b).
START

Initialize the variables
Vi,Vmin, QL0, Qgi ,Qgimin
Qgimax, Zline, Bii

IV. CASE STUDIES
In this work, reactive power optimization algorithm and
the control of taps are implemented whereas power flow
simulations are performed using OpenDSS which is the
open source simulation package developed by EPRI [34].
The day is divided into 24 intervals each of an hour duration
as the measuring instruments such as smart meters would
update the equipment measurements and status once every
hour [25].

k=k+1
Calculate the
derivative(Eq.20 )
and Qgi [k+1]
(Eq.23)

Qgi [k+1]<Qgimin
Y
E
S

NO
Qgi [k+1]=Qgimin

Qgi [k+1]>Qgimax
Y
E
S

NO
Apply the updated
Qgi [k+1]

Qgi [k+1]=Qgimax

Measure the
voltages Vi[k+1]

NO
Converged?

Calculate the
derivative(Eq.20)

YES
END

(a)
START

Set the tap
sensitivity of VR

Obtain the minimum
voltage (end of line
voltages)

Calculate
Δtap = ΔV/tap sensitivity

Update tap position
tapne w =tapold + Δtap

ΔV<tap
sensitivity

CVR is to reduce all voltages as close as to the minimum
limit 0.95 p.u. without causing any harm to the loads by
providing the all voltages within the limits, between 0.95
and 1.05 p.u. [33].
The effect of CVR can be considered as the conservation
voltage regulation factor CVRf, which is calculated as
follows [33]:
P%
CVR f 
(24)
V %
where ΔP% is the percentage of demand reduction and ΔV%
is the percentage of voltage reduction. Also, CVR factor can
be calculated in terms of reactive power and energy.

A. IEEE 13 node test system feeder
In order to analyze the VVO/CVR impact on distribution
systems, the proposed distributed reactive power flow
control based approach has been applied to the IEEE-13 bus
test feeder [35] with voltage dependent load (ZIP load
model). Fig. 2 shows the single line diagram of the IEEE 13
node test system feeder. The IEEE 13-node test system
consists of 13 buses interconnected by means of 10 lines
which consist of overhead and underground with a variety of
phasing (total 23 lines), 1 switch, 1 main transformer ∆ - Y
to 115/4.16 kV at substation, 1 in line transformer to
4.16/0.480 kV, 1 voltage regulator transformers consisting
of three single phase with 32 taps and two shunt capacitor
banks which are 3 phase capacitor banks (600 kVAr) and 1
one phase capacitor bank (100 kVAr), unbalanced spot and
distributed loads. The total active and reactive power
demands of the system are 3466 kW and 2102 kVAr,
respectively. The system data are taken from [36]. The
voltage magnitude limits of the substation and load buses
are between 0.9 - 1.1 p.u. and 0.95 - 1.05 p.u. according to
the standards, respectively. The transformer tap settings
have 32 discrete steps of 0.625% and can be varied in the
range 0.9 - 1.1 p.u.

NO

1
Voltage
Regulator

YES
END

(b)
Figure 1. (a) Power loss minimization algorithm by distributed reactive
power control and (b) voltage reduction algorithm

According to American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) Standard C84.1 [32], the range of voltages at
transformer secondary terminals is defined as ±5% under
normal condition. All node voltages along the feeders
should be between 0.95 and 1.05 p.u. The principle of the
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Figure 2. IEEE 13 node test system feeder [35] with DGs and DSTATCOMs
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The loads of the system have been divided into three
different customers: residential, commercial and industrial
(see Table I). Fig. 3 illustrates the daily load demand profile
for a residential customer [28], a commercial [28] and
industrial user [37] and also daily PV profile [38]. It can be
seen that the typical residential customer peaks at the time
20.00 of the day whereas the commercial and industrial
customer peak at the time 13.00 and 11.00 of the day,
respectively.
It should be noted that the distributed load between nodes
is located in the middle of the line and the particular node of
the distributed load is also numbered. In addition, the test
system is renumbered for ease of simulation
implementations.

(a)

(b)
Figure 3. (a) The 24-h load profile for residential, commercial and
industrial customer and (b) active power output of PV

In order to apply VVO/CVR control strategies, some
modifications have been made on the original system by
adding D-STATCOMs as reactive power sources and two
PVs as DGs to apply the CVR effectively. PVs are located
at nodes 5 and 9 with 100 kW capacity connected through
the 125 kVA capacity of smart inverters per phase. Also, the
capacitor banks on the original system at nodes 7 and 15 are
replaced with D-STATCOMs which have the capacity of
200 kVAr per phase.
B. Cases
In order to demonstrate a two stages VVO/CVR
algorithm in reducing the power demand without violating
voltage limits, three different case studies are conducted
with 24 hours load profile and different load types as
follows:
The first case corresponds to base case (BC) which is
obtained by using the original IEEE 13 node test system
feeder with the ZIP load. The devices are operated under
conventional control. VR is controlled by line drop
compensation and the capacitor banks at nodes 7 and 15 are

Volume 17, Number 4, 2017

fixed as in original IEEE 13 node test system. This case is
tested without (BC) and with PV (BCpv) installed at nodes 5
and 9. PVs are operated under unity power factor.
Case 2 is the CVR case in which the fixed capacitor is
replaced by the D-STATCOMs as adjustable reactive power
sources. The reactive power references of D-STATCOMs
are calculated by loss minimization algorithm and tap
position is calculated based on tap reference calculation
algorithm. This case is also tested without (CVR2) and with
PV (CVR2pv) installed at nodes 5 and 9. PVs are operated
under unity power factor in this case.
Case 3 (CVR3pv); PVs can be operated at different power
factor, in which PV inverters inject both active and reactive
power and also D-STATCOMs and reactive power output of
PV inverters are controlled by distributed loss minimization
algorithm.
In Table II, ‘Ploss (Power loss minimization)’ means that
reactive power sources are used for power loss minimization
without changing tap and voltage reduction. ‘CVR’
represents the full algorithm after reducing tap by
calculating tap reference.
TABLE II. DAILY ENERGY LOSSES FOR ALL CASES
Energy losses (kWh)
878.46
765.49
BC
BCpv
CVR
Ploss
898.04
870.66
CVR2
776.25
755.06
CVR2pv
747.80
701.32
CVR3pv

As can be clearly seen from Table II that after the power
loss optimization algorithm is applied, energy losses are
decreased for all cases from 878.46 kWh to 870.66 kWh in
case CVR2, from 765.49 to 755.06 kWh and 701.32 kWh in
case CVR2pv and CVR3pv respectively.
After the voltage reduction algorithm is applied, energy
losses are increased due to the voltage reduction. Because of
the industrial loads which are constant power loads, when
the voltage decreases, the current drawn by the industrial
loads increases.
After VVO/CVR algorithm is applied, the energy drawn
through substation is decreased for all cases as given in
Table III. It can be seen that maximum daily energy
reduction is achieved in case CVR3pv which is using the
reactive power capability of PVs and D-STATCOMs as a
reactive power sources. Also, the highest energy reduction
occurs in CVR3pv by 3.06% compared to BC.
TABLE III. DAILY SUBSTATION ENERGY AND REDUCTION IN ENERGY W.R.T.
BASE CASE FOR ALL CASES
Substation Energy (kWh)
Reduction%
49832.34
BC
45548.87
BCpv
48507.03
2.66%
CVR2
44216.2
2.926%
CVR2pv
44155.94
3.06%
CVR3pv

In Table IV, the time and the percent of maximum
demand reduction and demand reduction in peak demand
are presented. Also, CVR factor of active power at these
times are calculated. Maximum CVR factor was obtained in
case CVR3pv. The reduction in demand and CVR factor are
time variant and depend on the load type due to the
percentage variations of residential, commercial and
industrial loads. However, the peak demands are decreased
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by 1.98%, 2.56% and 2.58% for case CVR2, CVR2pv and
CVR3pv respectively. By comparing the case CVR2pv and
CVR3pv, it is seen that the reduction and CVRf factor are
raised by using the reactive capability of smart inverter of
PVs.
TABLE IV. MAXIMUM DEMAND REDUCTION, DEMAND REDUCTION AT PEAK
DEMAND AND CVR FACTOR
Case
Time
ΔP%
CVRfp
3.587
0.64
3.00
CVR2
1.983
0.396
14.00
4.05
0.69
12.00
CVR2pv
2.564
0.49
17.00
4.05
0.695
6.00
CVR3pv
2.583
0.496
17.00

Volume 17, Number 4, 2017

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, it is clearly seen that the more flatten
voltage profile can be achieved by reactive power sources,
and more voltage reduction can be obtained. The more
voltage reduction or low voltage profile within the limit
provides more energy savings and reduction in power
demand.

In Fig. 4, the peak demand occurs at time 14:00 and 17:00
for BC, CVR2 and BCpv, CVR2pv and CVR3pv
respectively. Fig. 4 shows that the peak demand is reduced
by applying the VVO/CVR algorithm.
Figure 6. Phase C voltage profile of nodes at time 17:00

Figure 4. Peak demand

In voltage profile figures (Fig. 5 and Fig. 6), ‘BC’ denotes
the voltage profile without any changes , under conventional
control (Base Case), ‘Ploss’ means that reactive power
sources are used for power loss minimization without
changing tap and voltage reduction. CVR represents the
voltage profile after reducing tap by calculating tap
reference.
As can be seen from Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 that the power loss
minimization algorithm does not only minimize the losses
but also flatten the voltage profile by using reactive power
sources such as D-STATCOM and reactive power support
of smart inverter of PV. Secondly, the voltage is reduced
down to lower acceptable limit by reducing the tap of VR
based on tap reference calculation after power loss
minimization algorithm is implemented.

In Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, the voltage profile is shown before
tap reference changes are applied after just power loss
minimization algorithm is applied. Case CVR3pv has the
most flatten voltage profile due to the more reactive power
support from more nodes: the nodes installed D-STATCOM
and PV. This is because the reactive power injection
capability of PV inverter is used in CVR3pv case in addition
to other reactive power sources. It provides the lowest
voltage profile among other cases after voltage reduction is
applied. Hence the lower voltage profile leads to more
reduction in demand and energy savings can be seen from
the figures and tables.
The reactive power outputs of D-STATCOMs are shown
in Fig. 7. Reactive power output of B phase is less than the
other phases due to light loading of Phase B.

Figure 7. Reactive power output of D-STATCOMs for case CVR3pv

Figure 5. Daily voltage profile of node 7 - phase C
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Figure 8. Active and reactive power output of PVs for case CVR3pv
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Fig. 8 demonstrates the active power and the reactive
power output of smart inverter of PVs. It can be seen that
when the active power outputs of PVs are maximum at time
12.00, the reactive power outputs are decreased due to the
apparent power limit of smart inverter (6).
Fig. 9 shows the total demand which flows through the
substation over 24 hours. It can be clearly seen that the
substation power is the lowest in case CVR3pv. Hence, case
CVR3pv (CVR with reactive power support of DGs) gives
the higher reduction in power and energy as shown in Fig.
10 due to injecting the reactive power to the system by DGs.

Volume 17, Number 4, 2017

The tap positions of VR are given in Fig. 11 for BC and
CVR3pv, the reduction in the tap positions of VR can be
seen by voltage reduction to implement CVR.
It can be seen from Fig. 12 that tap positions for BC and
CVR3pv are lower than for case CVR2pv because case
CVR3pv has more opportunity to lower the tap due to the
presence of the reactive power injection of DGs.

Figure 12. Tap position for case CVR2pv and CVR3pv

V. CONCLUSION
Figure 9. Daily substation power

Minimum and maximum demand reduction are obtained
at time 8:00 and 20:00 as in Fig. 10. At time 8:00, the
distribution system contains the massive amount industrial
loads with compared to residential and commercial loads. At
time 20:00, a large amount of the load in the system is
residential and commercial customers which have higher
voltage sensitivities with respect to power.

This paper proposes a two stage VVO/CVR algorithm
based on a distributed reactive power algorithm in
unbalanced power distribution systems. Firstly, the reactive
power reference of D-STATCOM and DGs are obtained by
distributed algorithm to minimize power loss and flatten the
voltage profile. Secondly the tap position of VR is reduced
down to the minimum limits to achieve CVR. The algorithm
is tested on IEEE 13 node test system regarding unbalanced
loading with voltage dependent load model and unbalance
line configuration with mutual coupling between lines.
By integration and reactive power capability of DGs
(PVs), the voltage profile along the feeder is not only
improved, but more energy reduction and economic savings
are obtained, due to allowance to more voltage reduction.
Therefore, it can be concluded that including reactive power
support of DGs in VVO/CVR operation, more energy
savings and power loss minimization are obtained if the
devices are properly controlled.
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